Technical Note |

Data Acquisition: Bandwidth, Accuracy, and R&R

The US National Security Agency (NSA) collects surveillance data from satellites and by other means. The NSA supercomputers
sort through billions of phone calls, faxes, emails, and radio transmissions; it has been estimated that five million emails are
transmitted each minute and 35 million voice communications are completed each hour. Unfortunately, it takes some
intelligence to cut through all the “chatter” – otherwise, you have inaccurate information and the results could be disastrous.
A similar situation exists in the data acquisition world. By definition, data acquisition systems are designed to gather and store
data. However, this definition has led many managers and engineers to spend large amounts of money on systems that do just
that - gather data - but are good for little else.

The True Purpose of Data Acquisition
In reality, the true purpose of data acquisition systems is to
obtain relevant, critical information. Engineers and
managers need to know what that data means and how it
relates to their material or product.
A question frequently asked about the required data rate to
meet a given accuracy is: How many data points per second
are required to characterize a test? Instead, the correct
questions should be: 1) What is the bandwidth of the
transducer conditioning system required in order to give an
accurate measurement and 2) What is the required data
rate?
Without ensuring that the bandwidth is correct, the user
could be collecting large amounts of data at high data rates
that are not accurate representations of measured
parameters. Without addressing these questions, you
simply have a data acquisition system that does little more
than gather and store data (and often faulty data at best) –
the well-known situation summarized as “garbage in –
garbage out!”

Measurement Noise and Filters –
Separating the Wheat from the Chaff
Acquiring data is the process of inputting an analog signal
from a sensor (e.g. load or strain, into an analog input
subsystem), and then converting the signal into bits that
the computer can read.
Noise is defined as something that masks wanted signals
and does not have a strong correlation to the signal. Noise
can be added to a signal at various stages – the measured
parameter can be noisy, the sensor and cabling can add
noise, etc. We generally aim to maximize the signal to
noise ratio by minimizing the noise, maximizing the signal,
or a combination of both.
Systems employ filters to reduce unwanted noise.
However, there is no “universal” filter and there are tradeoffs:
1. A filter with very high frequency bandwidth will pass
through more of the original signal but may still pass
unnecessary noise and spikes (which will lead to
incorrect peaks, yield, and other readings, affecting
modulus calculations, etc.)
2. A filter with too low a bandwidth will reduce noise but
may remove too much of the input – as the speed of
testing a specimen increases with increasing test
machine crosshead rate, a point is reached where the
load or strain signal will become significantly distorted.
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Ban dwidth an d Data Ra te
In pra
actice, you ma
ay never need to deal with noise because
the equipment you are using is effective
e
in rem
moving
anted noise. Most
M
systems have signal co
onditioning
unwa
with ffiltering at a se
et bandwidth (similar to radios or music
playe
ers without equ
ualizers). ASTTM [ref STP 12
208] reported
that ffor tests lastin
ng 10 secondss, the bandwidth need not
excee
ed 0.3 Hz for less than a 1%
% error and the
e data
samp
pling rate need
d not to exceed 0.3 × 31 = 9.3
9 points per
secon
nd. ASTM E18
856 states tha
at a bandwidth
h of at least
0.2 H
Hz was usuallyy sufficient for ASTM E8 test conditions.
Howe
ever, the requiirements chan
nge if the test has sharp
spike
es with peaks that
t
must be measured
m
acccurately. A
test o
of 1 second wo
ould require a bandwidth off 20 Hz and a
data rate of 20 × 31
3 = 620 pointts per second.
orically, if the bandwidth
b
is not
n available, the
t test must
Histo
be ru
un proportionately slower – which
w
may be impractical
since
e materials ma
ay be strain-ratte sensitive orr when the
opera
ator wants to simulate
s
real life
l test condittions.

“IIt is difficult to givve an exact number for the minimu
um required
asi-static testing m
machine, but it iss important to
baandwidth of a qua
en
nsure that the ressponse being obsserved during a te
est is not limited
byy the bandwidth oof the testing macchine. On the oth
her hand, an
exxcessively high ba
andwidth can be detrimental to the
e system’s
peerformance as acccuracy may degrrade and noise may increase.”

– ASTM E1856
6

Inst ron ® 5900
0 Series an
nd Selecta ble 10,
0 Hz Bandw
widths
100
ASTM
M E8, ASTM D6
680, and the majority
m
of standard tests
last m
much longer th
han 1 - 2 seconds and a 10 Hz bandwidth
h
is suffficient and proven in thousa
ands of custom
mer
appliccations.
Howe
ever, there are
e some test ap
pplications beyyond the
practtical range of the
t 10 Hz defa
ault setting. Conditions
C
beyon
nd the range of
o a 10 Hz ban
ndwidth settingg may be:





TThe Instron 5900
0 Testing Systemss offers both a 10 Hz and 100 Hz
bbandwidth settingg and the higher b
bandwidth should
d be used for test
eevents less than 4
40 msec or tests lasting less than 2 seconds.

Events sho
orter than 40 milliseconds will
w have an
effect (load-displacemen
nt phase/timin
ng)
Events sho
orter than 40 milliseconds could
c
truncate
e
a significant peak
Any test orr cycle on the order of 1 - 2 seconds
“Quick” pe
eaks, e.g. durin
ng peel or com
mposite tests
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Ban dwidth Efffects on Acccuracy,
Rep
peatability and Repro
oducibility
To en
nsure the bene
efit derived fro
om using meassurement
data is of value and
d cost effectivve; attention must
m
be
focussed on the qua
ality of the measurement da
ata. Most
comm
mon reasons for
f low-quality data include system
s
inacccuracy and too
o much variatio
on in the meassurement
data.
opriately high bandwidth
b
A testting system with an inappro
would
d have a large
e amount of no
oise in its data
a and may not
be ap
ppropriate for any material or
o product ana
alysis since
the syystem’s variattion may mask
k the variation of the test
samp
ple itself. Too much noise present in the initial
i
slope off
lead
to
errors
the te
est curve can
in calculatingg modulus,
data spikes can miistakenly be re
eported as pea
aks and
trougghs, etc. “R&R
R” would be ad
dversely affectted due to
highe
er variability, le
eading to more
e parts rejection and
troub
bleshooting.
A testting system with too low a bandwidth
b
wou
uld miss
important test data
a, including recording the te
est’s actual
ofile – leading to incorrect
load vvs. displacement/strain pro
modu
ulus and energ
gy calculationss (most likely lower
l
values),
and incorrect reporrting of presett, peak, and brreak values.
easurements and calculated
d results are
Accurracy of test me
severrely affected.
Some
e systems mayy try to use an extremely higgh bandwidth
for ca
apturing a sing
gle point, e.g. peak load, wh
hile using a
much
h lower bandw
width for test data acquisition (otherwise,
they w
will overflow with
w data). In such
s
cases, it cannot
c
be
deterrmined whethe
er the peak po
oint was actua
ally a spike
due tto excessive no
oise.

Sum
mmary
Band
dwidth has hisstorically been
n neglected as a data
acqu
uisition parameter due to sim
mple assumpttions and the
inabiility to observee a physical pe
en’s slew rate when
techn
nology evolved
d from chart re
ecorders to digital data
acqu
uisition.
Instr on® research and customerr applications have verified
that a 10 Hz bandwidth setting has been an id
deal
comppromise for en
nsuring accura
ate readings a
and minimizing
g
noisee in the majority of test applications. Low
wer
band
dwidths, e.g. 1 Hz used on o
other systems,, distort the
actuaal test profile and result in lower measure
ements, e.g.
peel tests.
Howeever, even a 1
10 Hz bandwid
dth has limitattions in
extreemely fast eveents, e.g. 40 m
msec or less tra
ansitions, or
testss of 1 -2 secon
nds. An Instron 5900 Seriess System set
to a 100 Hz bandw
width, coupled
d with the requ
uired faster
data sampling ratees, should be considered for such test
appliications.
Undeerstanding ban
ndwidth and h
having the flexxibility to
adjusst settings can
n lead to highe
er test measurement and
resullts accuracy, rrepeatability and reproducib
bility.
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